Pricing and Info
Guide 2016

Weddings
With your big day coming up, we want to ensure you have an amazing
experience using recycled and eco materials whenever possible. With 4-6
week turnaround time, we deliver products on time so you can focus on your
big day!
__________________________________________________________________________________
<<< PRICING >>>
-Engagement Rings: Starting at $965. See website for current offerings.
(www.metalwendler.com)
-Men’s Wedding Bands (Unisex Wide Bands):
Silver: Starting at $165+
Recycled Gold 10kt-18kt (yellow, rose, or white): $620-2400 range
Palladium 950: $940-1840 range
Platinum: $2000 and up
-Custom: Starting at $1500. This means using your design idea/something I
don’t carry in stock. We can use one of my designs and source new stone
options on a case by case basis. Message me your idea!
__________________________________________________________________________________
About Materials:
All Gold and silver used in Metal Wendler Designs are from recycled sources.
This is chemically identical to metals on the market; it just uses scrap metal
from old jewelry to reduce the impact created from new mining operations.

Metal Options:
14k Yellow White, and Rose Gold:
14k gold is 58.3% pure gold, and 41.7% other metals to alloy for a more durable product. 14k
Yellow has a traditional yellow that most people are familiar with, but not as rich as 18k or 22k
that contains more pure gold. Rose gold contains copper alloys to create the pinkness that is so
unique to it. 14k White gold is a white metal with a slight warmness of the pure gold showing
through.
18K Yellow and Rose gold:
18k gold is 75% pure gold, and 25% other metal alloy. This creates a warmer, richer yellow than
14k. Very durable, has an extra fine color quality when seen on the hand.
Palladium:
Palladium is a precious metal with some commonalities of platinum, but more affordable. It is a
white metal, but has a bit of a blue-ish tone that makes the metal look cooler than other white
metals. Rarely causes allergic reaction, nickel free, and is very durable. Excellent option for
wedding or engagement rings.
Platinum:
Platinum is a naturally white metal that does not
tarnish in air. No rhodium plating required to
maintain whiteness. It is considered hypo-allergenic,
and has greater wear resistance compared to gold in
terms of metal loss. Platinum is very dense and will
resist metal loss by displacing (denting), versus
simply scratching off like traditional gold. It will
develop a patina like appearance over time, which
can be polished back to its original shine. It is a very
secure way to hold your stones, and will outlast your
traditional precious metal jewelry!

About Stones Used:
I primarily work with Moissanite, an element made up of meteorite and stardust,
as well as various sapphires or fair mined diamonds. I work with vendors that
specialize in manmade (lab created) stones, or fair mined processes to ensure
ethical practices were used in the stone obtaining process. I occasionally work
with client stones, but it is best to do so only when it is a customer diamond or
sapphire (hardness is good for stone setting).

